Talya Tamir was born in Ramat Gan, Israel, in 1962 and currently lives and works in Reut, a suburb of the city of Modi’in. She studied Art History at Tel Aviv University, earning an MA degree. She also studied painting at the private studio of Miri Lavie and Limor Barnea. In addition, she spent a year in Montgomery, AL, USA studying painting.

The subjects she paints are inspired by various sources, including flowers in her garden. Sometimes she arranges a still life composition that best represents an idea she wants to investigate or expand. Colorful harmony and aesthetic arrangements are important aspects for her paintings.

Talya considers her style to be realistic, and she uses oil colors and chalks on different platforms to enhance the realism.

With regard to the painting, Sigalon, the sigalon flower grows around Talya’s studio and can be seen all over Reut. She likes the shape of the flower, which is like a bell. She painted just part of the flower so viewers use their imagination to complete the image.

[http://talya-tamir.wixsite.com/talya-tamir]